
 

with YVONNE CULLEN
on Inishbofin Island, Co. 
Galway, Aug. 14-21, 2015

 The 
Inishbofin
Jaunt             

   Writing
                   Holiday

Best Creative Writing Teacher in 
Dublin” -  

DUBLINER MAGAZINE. 
“Writes beautifully and can pass 
on the skill” -

THE IRISH TIMES.

“If you are thinking of going, just go! Just go!” DEBBIE GILBERT, Connecticut, U.S.A. 
“Exactly what my writing needed” - KATIE MARTIN, Dublin
With	  Yvonne’s	  guidance	  and	  encouragement,	  and	  the	  quiet,	  reflec7ve	  magic	  of	  the	  island	  as	  reinforcement,	  your	  
crea7vity	  will	  flourish.

23 years teaching writers in Ireland, 7th years of island writing trips.

	
 	
 	
 086 1701418, yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com

 Inspiration, peace & fun...          Best Creative 
Writing Teacher 
in Dublin” -  
DUBLINER 
MAGAZINE. 

“Writes 
beautifully and 
can pass on the 
skill” -
THE IRISH TIMES.

“A gifted writer” - JOHN BURNSIDE (Twice-winner Forward and T.S.Eliot 
literary prizes).

 The Inishbofin 
& Inishturk 
Island
       Jaunt             
Writing Holidays

 WITH 
          YVONNE CULLEN,

                2020 
                     

“yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com 0861701418

30 years teaching experience. 

Small classes, intimate and intensive writing retreats. 

Beach-side accommodation at the edges of the world, 

14th year for these island writing Jaunts!

Blow 2020‘s cobwebs away and get creative 
                       on an island Jaunt! 

mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com
mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com


Departure options: 
NEXT TRIP: SATURDAY 12th SEPTEMBER, 2015

START TO WRITE

. You can also rent bikes here, though you’ll wheel them as much as you’ll 
freewheel on them! 
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 COURSE OPTIONS:
	


    WRITING COURSES
	 	 	 & 
   GUIDED WRITING RETREATS
                        
            
             

      “Just what my writing needed!”

                             KATIE MARTIN, DUBLIN

                                “You wove a web of magic round us!” 

                        TOMMY BYRNE, ATHLONE

        “A fantastic week, with brilliant people. Heaven on earth!” 

                        MARY SHORTT, BRAY,  CO. WICKLOW. 

CONTACT ME: Yvonne Cullen, 086 1701418, 
yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com

“Yvonne is a people whisperer who has the 
ability to meet you where you’re at and send 
you off with a toolkit to support your writing 
practice. I was on a writing retreat recently 
with Yvonne and find myself still dreaming of 
the landscape. If you enjoy writing on any 
level, I recommend you attend.”

MAIRIN HARTE, Dublin 

I attended a writing retreat 
with Yvonne Cullen in 
Inishbofin last winter and it 
was absolutely life changing. 
No exaggeration. Yvonne 
will always manage to get 
the best out of you and give 
you the energy to keep you 
going. Thanks to her I'm 
back writing after many 
years.

CELINA VIETAS

If you’re at all interested in writing: getting 
started, getting on with it, getting inspired 
AND having fun, ., I highly recommend one of 
Yvonne Cullen’s lovely jaunts to Inishbofin. 
She’ll magic the words right out of you!” 

	
 KATHERINE DUFFY, Dublin.
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INISHBOFIN EVENTS

WRITING COURSES
AUG 29-SEPT 5 and 5-12 SEPT 2020 

Will suit you if you have*an interest in 
starting to write *OR some writing experience and an 
interest in taking a fresh ‘foundation course’ combined 
with mentoring to build up your skills. Plus an interest 
in shaking up your creativity!

What we’ll do: 5 x 1.5-2 hr KICKSTARTER 
writing classes daily Sunday-Thursday. Own-time 
writing. 2 x scheduled 1-1 hours with me, outdoors. 
Evening sharing. Option to deliver 2 short pieces from 
the week for me to read and discuss with you. You will 
go home with a strong set of pointers for your work,and 
a set of goals to work towards. And your overall 
creative processes shaken and stirred:)!  

GUIDED WRITING RETREATS 
(Dates as above).Will suit: *projects 
ongoing, or ready to commence.

What we’ll offer: For 3 retreaters max: A 
quiet comfortable room to work in, in lovely, beachside 
self-catering accommodation or hotel B &B. Advance 
reading of your work and further reading for you by 
your tutor during your island week (totalling up to 16k 
words). Access to my feedback and guidance as you 
need it on top of 3 pre-set 1-1 meetings across the week. 
The day to yourself to work. Company and an 
immersion in island life when you want it!

INISHTURK 
EVENTS 

AUGUST 9-15 and 16-22, 2020

GUIDED WRITING 
RETREATS for 4 participants 
max per trip. Our smallest and 
most tailored ever Writing 
Jaunts!

What we’ll offer: 
    2 short, incisive daily group meetings at times 
to suit you. 

    2 x intensive 1-1 meetings 

Chance to have up to 8k words read ahead and a 
further similar block of fresh work read for you 
towards the end of course and discussed with 
you on our last Retreating day. 

Minimum 15 contact hours, and in practice more 
than this informally as the opportunity and need 
arises.

View

 

Around your course-time and writing time on 
all trips you can expect:
* Time for walks & swims 

*A tribe of like-minds offering you as much company 
and as much alone-time as you need. 

*My expertise and help with further trips and outings 
such as off-road jeep tours, archaeological or historical 
walks.

*The benefit of my 20 years visiting Bofin and 5 years 
(and counting!) of trips to Turk.

14th year of Jaunts, 51st- 
54th trips in the offing!
                               

see

Will suit: *projects ongoing, or ready 
to commence.

Inishturk commonage looped walk, view west to the 
Atlantic and north towards Achill Head.



Inishbofin Courses
Self Catering package price: €750 
(Tuition, accom. & simple half-board supplies). 
Just 4 places per trip!

Hotel package price: €850, (€425 B &B at 
The Dolphin Hotel, €425 tuition and contribution 
to shared ‘course costs’: meals, fuel, etc). 
Just 3 hotel rooms available per course!

August 29- 5 Sept
Sept 5-12.

Inishturk Courses 
Half-board B & B package: €750 

Nightly dinner available at the community-owned 
bistro, just a 5 minute walk from your lodgings, with a 
drink or two to follow in the island club Bar.(And the 
best view in Ireland, or I owe you a pint!)

Autumn 2020 Self-catering accommodation on Bofin pictured above left, on East End 
Beach. Inishturk B and B accommodation, below, (at Tranaun House Failte approved 
B & B),, lies in the left middle-ground of the image below, just above TURK harbour. 

Below, beaches of Bofin (left) and Turk (right).







There’s 
something 
about an 
island...
One of the most westerly spots in 
Europe: INISHBOFIN lies approx. 10 
k. out into the North Atlantic, level with 
the Killary fjiord and the Mayo-Galway 
county borderline. In the past, as a result, 
Bofin has belonged to each of these two 
counties, though these days it is a 
Galway outpost, reached from Cleggan 
in Connemara.  

Historical figures and forces of all kinds 
have left traces in Bofin: from early 
Christian monks to the pirate queen 
Grainne Mhaol and the soldiers of 
Cromwell. Coming to Bofin, today, you 
are connecting with a tiny culture shaped 
by all that history, a place, at the same 
time, that has changed so gently over the 
centuries that the traces of most of that 
history are still to be seen. 

It may be this palpable history which 
keeps drawing artists and writers to 

Bofin, from the poet Theodore Roethke 
through Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath to 
Richard Murphy, who, in the ‘50s began 
a decades-long association with this 
place. There’s a long view of time 
available to you here, for sure, not to 
mention the way the same perspective 
can be generously passed on to you, too, 
at any moment, out here, by the great 
storytellers and lovers of their place that 
Bofin people are. For all they’ve been 
through in history, despite all they still go 
through regularly, weather and isolation-
wise,  there’s a contagious  easygoingness 
about Bofin people. A chance to hear 
yourself think when you are in this place, 
that’s unforgettable. 

Leaving urban and suburban life behind 
for Bofin can in fact, for the thoughtful 
visitor, be like taking off on a tiny 
easygoing Camino. Which is not to say 
there isn’t also a world of fun to have in 
Bofin too and a whole world here to 
wander. You could spend your life 
getting to know this one small place and 
the ways it lifts your spirits: one moment 
with its black-dark starry skies, and its 
pristine beaches; at other times, with its 
cliffs and lakes, monastic ruins, soft 
‘green roads’ and bogs. Not to mention 
the best of all experiences on--no IN 

Inishbofin, because that’s how Bofin 
people say it--when you’re watching the 
boat leaving, (you can see it from 
everywhere) and you still haven’t gone... 

The August and September Jaunts to 
Bofin this year will be the 53rd and 54th  
group Writing Jaunts I’ve run. I’d be 
delighted to bring you along!

	
 	
      Yvonne Cullen.



Inspiration, peace & fun...on INISHTURK 
Inishturk Island, Co. Mayo 
Guided writers’ retreats. Aug. 9-15 & 16-22, 2020. 

“Arrive as strangers and leave as friends,” is a phrase you hear a lot in the West of Ireland. 

I’m not sure it’s ever truer than in Inishturk. The most westerly inhabited spot in Europe--almost an hour’s 

boat-ride out in the North Atlantic: stay the week with us here, and Turk takes you into your own peace. 

JOIN US IN INISHTURK, AUGUST, 2020 for an intimate 

and intensive 4-participant WRITING RETREATS 

for developing writers in all forms with 

work in-progress or ready to commence and a strong interest in 

expert creative support and feedback. 



About your tutor 
Yvonne Cullen:
Author of ‘Invitation to the Air’ (poems), Italics Press 1998;  

editor of ALL GOOD THINGS BEGIN, (New Irish Writing) 2006. 

Individual publications include poems in: THE NEW IRISH POETS 

(Bloodaxe Books 2004); OUR SHARED JAPAN, Dedalus Press; 

THE WHITE PAGE (Womens’ writing in Ireland); BREAKING THE SKIN 

(Black Mountain Press); COUNTERPARTS (Stinging Fly Press 2018).

The Irish Times, The Stinging Fly, Icarus, The Cuirt Journal and many others.

Winner of an Irish Film Board Award, screenplay My Sole Desire received a 

rehearsed reading in Vicar Street Theatre in 2004. Reviews of my poetry have 

included, “Standout...Exemplary... a flavour of Rilke” TODD SWIFT 

for Books in Canada; “Language conjured as from air” KERRY HARDIE, 

“Unerring (...)Howard Wright, PIR,”Musical and well-made and will remind

you of no-one else” Paula Meehan. “A gifted writer,” John Burnside.

Winner of the American Ireland Fund poetry Collection competition at Listowel 

Writers‘ Week and first runner up in the Yorkshire International Poetry 

competition. Recipient of many bursaries and grants including British Council, 

Arts Council of Ireland, and Artist Grants DLRCOCO.   New non-fiction books, 

IN MOBILE HOMES, and, A WINTER QUARTERS, forthcoming, 
 

And maybe more 
importantly: 
I’m an island-lover and a teacher of creative 
writing full-time and all over Ireland since 
1991. I love what I do and I will love 
mentoring and hosting you on Bofin and 
Turk! I am actually quite crazy about 
bringing folk away over the horizon and 
giving them headspace and writing time. And 
that’s only the half of it. The other half has 
more to do with dolphins and shooting stars, 
astonishing swims, laughs, tunes, songs, great 
meals (and the odd pint), epic sleeps, walks, 
new friendships and double rainbows. And 
that’s only the half of that side... I could go 
on! But don’t take my word for it! I’m 
delighted to say we’ve captured some 
feedback overleaf:



The cool breezes, the quiet 
mornings, the chatty 
afternoons and evenings.   
Starting the day in 
contemplation, spending the 
day sharing life experience 
and ending the day in 
reflection.  Often, too often, 
reflecting or imagining 
without a pen in hand.  A 
reminder to myself.  Put it 
down on paper.  Put it down 
on paper.   Put it down on 
paper. From composite palette

Stories and sharing
Poetry composed
Wayfaring

Drawn to meditation
By those mountains blue
Stone walls threading 
from

a spool of a different hue

CONNIE REID, WICKLOW

“A fantastic writing jaunt... You 
always manage to propel us on some 
unexpected adventure. It was truly a treat for 
the mind, body and soul…..chilling with a 
purpose!!”
Suzanne O’Flaherty, Dublin.

“A very enjoyable week away in the 
middle (well, nearly) of the ocean; no 
stress in the journey (no passports, no 
security checks; no cattle queues); a very 
warm welcome from Yvonne; a lovely 
group of participants with a range of 
writing experience from beginning/
experimental to progressing well. Great 
passion and encouragement throughout 
the week from Yvonne; a very relaxed, 
optional reading of participants’ work 
towards end of the week in the only pub 
on the island. Then again the ease of 
transition (with a little sadness) back to 
the mainland – no baggage checks, no 
removal of belts and shoes, no cattle 
prods!”

Frank McGuinness, Dublin

My eyes are turned away to 
shade them from the sun, but 
I can close them now and 
remember the blues, blues, 
blues of the sea, the hills and 
the sky.  RITA KOCH.



To book or discuss a course or 
to add your email to the 
ISLAND JAUNT database for 
seasonal updates, phone me on 
086 1701418 
or email 
yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com

Heading west 
 

Still so glad to be on this road, the same
tussocky field lover, one crow 
lover	
 	
 	
 	
 	
                                    
Happy here         and happier over there.

The same piece of grit, worked and moved
 inside this mother-of-pearl day.
	
 	

	
 	
 	
 Yvonne Cullen



BOOKING FORM
STAGE ONE of booking: email or phone me to discuss your needs and my 
events!
STAGE TWO: fill out this form and return as outlined over the page!

Name_________________________________

Address_______________________________

_____________________________________

Email_________________________________

Land line_______________________________

Mobile________________________________

Course of choice: _____________________________________

Second option ________________________________

What are your aims in coming on a JAUNT WRITING TRIP?
___________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Have you any mobility or other medical challenges we should know about 
as we work out how best to accommodate and look after you?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Have you any food allergies of which we should be aware as 
we shop for breakfast/ lunch basics for the trip? Please note 
these here:

PLEASE FILL OUT and send a copy of this form to me at 
yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com 

From 6 weeks out from departure, all fees and accommodation 
charges are due in full to secure place. I will send you full Ts 
and Cs re cancellations, refunds, credit options etc after we’ve 
discussed your booking. All terms are, I hope, both fair and 
reasonable! 

A NOTE ON ACCESSIBILITY AND THE JAUNTS: 
At present, the Jaunt to each of Bofin and Turk involves getting on and 
off a small ferry which is not set up for disabled users. To get around 
independently on the trip also involves walking on narrow and often pot-
holed and hilly rural roads and tracks.  To fully enjoy the Jaunts as they 
are currently configured, you will need a basic level of both mobility and 
comfort while walking. N.B. I hope in the future to be able to offer 
completely accessible Jaunts.

mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com
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Type to enter text

COVID precautions: Writing Courses in 2020 capped 
at 7 participants. Writing Retreats capped at 4. 
Limited group meals, meetings outdoors or in large, 
well-ventilated spaces. An increased focus on solo 
writing time and 1-1 meetings with tutor over group 
events. Face-coverings to be worn when we gather 
indoors. And a culture of respect for how each of you 
is handling this strange time, coupled with an equal 
respect for our hosts in the islands at all times. Please 
see Covid-related conditions of booking on back page.

 



All photos Yvonne Cullen. 

To book or enquire about the JAUNTS
yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com
0861701418 www.yvonnecullen.wordpress.com 
LIKE Yvonne Cullen’s Writing Train/ Facebook for 
regular updates on Writing Train’s mainland & island      
events. 

ILLNESS CANCELLATION POLICY 2020
IF YOU HAVE BOOKED AND PAID FOR YOUR JAUNT and 
have the slightest suspicion you may have Covid -19, please contact 
me immediately, and cancel your travel plans. 

Full credit will be available, in a combination of TUITION credit for 
a later JAUNT plus credit for Dublin classes or editing and a bonus 
pass to a 1-day course in 2021. Our events take place in environments 
which have stayed safe from Covid only through great vigilance. 
Never has Bofin’s eco-tourism slogan been more appropriate: we want 
to visit and ‘leave no trace!”

http://www.yvonnecullen.wordpress.com
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